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The study of seventeenth century visual culture has flourished in recent years. Helen Pierce, 
Mark Knights and Kevin Sharpe have been attentive to the role of the visual in political 
discourse, placing graphic satires within the seventeenth century’s expanding news culture and 
demonstrating the extent to which visual sources were indebted to and parasitic upon other 
media.1 Borrowing their motifs from plays, pamphlets, and ballads, graphic satires responded 
to and commented upon specific political moments and particular political ideologies in much 
the same manner as other genres of news media.2 If historians have demonstrated that barriers 
between media were porous – stressing continuity over change and interaction over 
obsolescence in the relationship between oral and printed cultures – then the osmosis of ideas 
and attitudes which they have charted must be extended into the visual sphere, too.3  In this 
regard, graphic satire is presented as another aspect of political “representation” in a nascent 
public sphere.4 Here, as in texts, authority was propounded, contested, and debated; and here, 
as in texts, an ever-widening political public was invited to respond to ideas and events through 
their presentation in ideological forms.5 Political ideas were not encountered in pure, non-
polemical contexts. That the ways in which they were presented to and debated by the public 
were as important to the political process as the ideas themselves is an historiographical truism 
– graphic satire, as another aspect of political representation, is now recognised as an important 
strand of that expansion.6      
 
Figure 1. Roger L’Estrange, The Committee, or Popery in Masquerade (1680). 
Copyright of the British Museum. 
Such perspectives are salutary. But they risk downplaying the graphic element of graphic 
satires by over-integrating them into news discourse. In arguing that material traditionally 
neglected by historians should become part of the discipline’s mainstream body of sources, 
these scholars have stressed the points of contact which graphic satires had with those 
(primarily textual) sources at the expense of determining what made them distinct.7 What did 
the graphic add to political discourse which other media could not? Some historians have been 
sensitive to this question. Graphic satires are often depicted as blanket “propaganda” akin to 
modern political posters, distilling a “party” position formulated elsewhere to a broader 
audience in a crisply condensed manner.8 Thus Tim Harris suggests that one of the period’s 
most famous prints, Roger L’Estrange’s The Committee; or, Popery in Masquerade (1680), 
simply “encapsulated the Tory case” that the Whig’s drumming-up of anti-Catholicism to 
lobby for alteration of the Succession was actually a mask for their true desire to abolish 
monarchy and plunge the realm back into civil war [Fig. 1].9 The Committee certainly reflected 
these general themes of Tory ideology. Yet it was not simply a translation of some other 
discourse into visual form, but rather an independent form of discourse in its own right. It was 
a highly focussed riposte to the Whig satires of Stephen College surrounding agitation for 
Charles to call Parliament in early 1680. Rather than resting upon a blanket “Tory” line, The 
Committee was a precise intervention in a moment of politics. Its commentary was focussed 
rather than generic, and depended upon audiences grasping the biting subtlety of its allusions 
to College’s satire.10  
Accentuating this pointedness is important if we are to understand the roles which graphic 
satires played in political culture. Reading satires simply as political posters suggests a 
decidedly top-down (or at least centrally organised) approach to the political press which robs 
the voices of individual satirists of agency. Moreover, characterising prints as simply 
expounding “party” positions to “those on the margins of literacy” suggests a highly passive 
form of reading.11 Conversely, as Kate Loveman has demonstrated, this period was marked by 
active readers hungry to grapple with texts.12 As highly detailed and acutely acerbic 
demonstrations of rhetorical skill, graphic satires appealed to this form of readership.13  
This is not to deny that some viewers undoubtedly did read prints like The Committee as 
political posters or synopses of party positions as Harris suggests. Christopher Marsh’s work 
on ballads has stressed their ability to be read in different ways by different audiences. The 
level of prior knowledge of the associations tied to a ballad’s tune, or prior use of its images, 
affected consumers’ ability to unlock meanings, and the status of a given ballad – its “meaning” 
– was therefore inherently turbulent rather than fixed.14 The afterlife of some seventeenth-
century prints long after their political moment had passed similarly suggests that audiences 
reacted to them in ways which their creators could not have intended. Indeed, as Sharpe has 
noted, the political strength of visual sources rested on their ambiguity, their capacity to engage 
audiences of differing political sophistication in different ways.15 It is thus undoubtedly true 
that some reader/viewers experienced graphic satires as distillations of party ideology. The 
point made here is that such prints were not intended to be political posters in this way. They 
rarely informed audiences of anything new, but provided witty commentary on what was 
already known. The range of allusions left un-expounded, asides left unexplained and the 
minutiae of events referred to suggest those who commissioned graphic satires expected 
highly-literate knowing reader/viewers.  
Suggesting that the intended audience was politically literate is not to limit graphic satires to 
the social elite. The expansion of news media during the Restoration meant that authors of 
genres with a wide social readership – pamphlets, ballads, newssheets – expected a well-
informed audience conversant in day-to-day politics, and assumed familiarity with the 
developments which they commented on.16 Graphic satires shared this knowingness with other 
forms of print. It is argued here that this assumption of knowledge – this space to comment 
rather than inform – was essential to the nature of the relationship between creator and audience 
which graphic satire cultivated. That relationship was playful. Dependent upon close-reading, 
audiences entered a game with the creator: as their intelligence was flattered by recognising 
the satires’ array of allusions so they fostered appreciation of the commentary’s skilfulness 
essential to increasing the appeal of its political points.  
This article argues that the intimacy which emerged from this playfulness was vital to graphic 
satires’ ability to provide acute intervention in a given political moment. Two points are made. 
First (as other scholars have noted) graphic satires’ content and polemical strategies were 
heavily intertwined with wider news discourse; and, second, they must nevertheless be 
understood as graphic products which responded to that news discourse in enticingly playful 
ways. That playfulness afforded prints space to commentate upon and expose the strategies of 
other media and, by doing so, to undercut those media’s effectiveness as political commentary. 
These points are demonstrated by analysis of Tory graphic satires’ use of parody to rebut Whig 
use of the ‘Popish Plot’ as a vehicle of oppositional politics. The Whigs used visual culture to 
forge a powerful anti-Catholic brand which solidified pro-Exclusion protest in a performative 
manner. This was best demonstrated in the Pope-burning processions which snaked their way 
through London’s streets in November 1679-80. This imagery of martyrdom, conspiracy and 
Jesuitical machination was saturated in post-Reformation society at the point of assumption, 
and in utilizing it the Whigs spun the memory of England’s anti-Catholic past behind the lobby 
for political reform in the present.17 The familiarity of this imagery was vital to Tory satires’ 
ability to ape and parody it: their playful engagement with it was the source of their polemical 
attack. In this way, the graphic element of graphic satire – its capacity for deception and parody 
– is foregrounded as central to both its appeal to audiences and its political power. 
 
II: Visual Culture and the Popish Plot 
The Popish Plot articulated the clichés of seventeenth-century anti-Catholicism.18 Invented in 
1678 by Titus Oates – who claimed to have infiltrated the Jesuits and discovered letters 
detailing a plot to assassinate Charles II, burn London (in emulation of the ‘Catholic’ Fire of 
1666), and restore Catholic dominion in England – the plot was to be orchestrated by five 
Catholic peers under nebulous Papal/Jesuit leadership.19 As one Privy Councillor noted, 
Oates’s depositions were “a loose and tottering fabric which would easily tumble if stood 
alone”.20 Two coincidences garnered them credibility. First, one of the accused, Edward 
Coleman, secretary to the Duke of York’s wife, had written to Louis XIV’s confessor 
concerning England’s re-conversion – his execution for treason in 1679 only made Oates’s 
tapestry of accusations seem more real.21 Second, the mysterious murder of Edmund Godfrey, 
the magistrate who had taken Oates’s depositions.22 This murder was spun into a conspiracy. 
Offers of substantial rewards for information led to other “witnesses” – most noticeably 
William Bedloe and Miles Prance – emerging to compete with Oates. Their provision of 
macabre details of Godfrey’s execution by Jesuits in revenge for Oates/Godfreys’ “discovery” 
of the Plot led to their becoming (with Oates) the focal-points of a series of sensational Catholic 
trials in 1679.23 These trials rapidly became causes célèbres, with newspapers readily charting 
their process, coffee houses acting as the site of their dissection, and verbatim accounts pouring 
off the press at their conclusion. 
The Plot was also timed fortuitously. In 1673 the heir, James, Duke of York, converted to 
Catholicism. For many groups, the prospect of Catholic Succession assaulted two hallmarks of 
Englishness: Protestantism and parliamentary liberty. “Popery” had been the nemesis of the 
former – and England’s Antichristian enemy – since the Reformation; and, in the wake of the 
“Catholic” style of absolutist government typified by Louis XIV’s France, it now represented 
the antithesis of the latter.24 Combined with the increasingly “arbitrary” manner of Charles’ 
government, James’ conversion triggered a series of complex constitutional disputes often 
termed the “Succession Crisis”.25 A nascent Whig party lobbied for a series of constitutional 
changes – ranging from James’ outright exclusion from the throne in favour of a Protestant 
candidate, to a severe limitation of his monarchical rights – by which greater parliamentary 
power would be effected. Oates’s farcical plot aided the Whigs immensely: it made 
Catholicism’s threat seem immediate and tangible; and created a situation in which one could 
both oppose the monarchy (by pursuing constitutional change) and be loyal to it (because in 
the face of the plot doing so was the best means of safeguarding Charles II). The Whigs were 
not alone is making political hay out of conspiracy, however. Tory opponents of the Exclusion-
lobby claimed that the later manipulated anti-Catholic fears engendered by the plot to 
overthrow the monarchy in a re-playing of 1641.26 One plot countered another. 
Evaluating political claims in this factious and fractious atmosphere was difficult. As Mark 
Knights has demonstrated, contemporary fears about the presses’ mendacity increased during 
this period. This posed a substantial problem at the moment when the political process became 
increasingly representational. Appealing to the public through increasingly frequent elections, 
petitions, and the informal politicization of the press, each party routinely addressed the 
populace and claimed to best represent its interests. Yet this deference to the public as political 
umpire sat uncomfortably with increased fears of its ability to judge rationally and properly.27 
Fears that popular opinion could easily be skewed by the press’s perfidious capacity for 
misinformation were exacerbated by the inherently conspiratorial nature of party politics in 
which malicious manipulation of “Truth” to party ends was endemic. Volumes of contradictory 
rhetoric not only made it difficult to judge where truth lay in an absolute sense: it led to partisan 
affiliation becoming the determinative authority of what individuals held to be true. Those 
affiliations were sustained by textual communities driven by a party-leaning press.28  
The Popish Plot’s media – a melee of accusations and counter-accusations – expressed this 
crisis of political representation and misrepresentation perfectly. Following the collapse of 
licensing in 1679 issues surrounding James’ succession were debated in a surge of print.29 The 
Plot trials’ minutiae formed important focal-points upon which pro- and anti-Exclusion 
ideologies clashed, with each wrestling to control their interpretation by poring over the trials 
of the accused in well-nigh fetishistic detail. Each party used slogans to puncture the resulting 
confusion. As ensigns, “Liberty”, “Arbitrary Government”, “’41 is come again”, and “Popery” 
reduced complex issues to emotive impulses behind which political groups solidified.30 Here 
forceful representation of political ideas – rather than the ideas themselves – was vital to the 
momentum of political lobbying, for these slogans’ imprecision provided suitably flexible 
banners behind which support could crystallise. Slogans may have been magnetic, but their 
rhetorical openness was dangerously malleable. Concerns that rhetoric hampered the public’s 
ability to judge by allowing ideology to become increasingly divorced from reason were 
prevalent. As Robert South, chaplain in ordinary to Charles II, noted in 1686: “words are able 
to persuade men out of what they find and feel, to reverse the impression of sense….the greatest 
affairs and most important interests of the world, are carried on by things not as they are, but 
as they are called.”31 
 
Figure 2. England’s Grand Memorial (1680). Copyright of the British Museum. 
 
Figure 3. A Representation of the Popish Plot in twenty-nine figure (1679). 
Copyright of the British Museum. 
 
Such anxiety was a back-handed compliment to rhetoric’s steering power. Anti-Catholic 
images could play a similarly emotive role in Succession Crisis media, distorting events to 
unify opinion behind them.32 A multi-media imagery prevalent across printed and material 
culture, anti-Catholicism became, in essence, a badge of oppositional allegiance, a brand of 
Exclusion which was iconographically consistent across print, the pope-burning processions, 
playing cards, and ceramics. Its power to crystalize party feeling rested upon resonances 
accrued through repetition.33 Amidst the mass of evidence, accusations, and counter-
accusations circulating in news discourse, key moments of the plot – such as Godfrey’s murder, 
to the failed attempt to shoot Charles in St. James’s Park reported by Oates – became iconic. 
They emotionalised and condensed religio-political values in much the same way as slogans. 
But by making these scenes iconic, repetition also created and sustained narratives. 
Understanding that this anti-Catholic brand’s relationship with wider news discourse was 
simultaneously parasitic and reflective is vital to comprehending this. Graphic satires 
extrapolated events and information from the wider news discourse. In doing so, they made the 
aspects extrapolated more visible in that discourse as a form of short-hand for the plot. The 
mass of information Bedloe and Prance provided about Godfrey’s murder, for example, was 
codified into four key scenes common across visual/material culture: his Jesuit assassins luring 
Godfrey, as magistrate, to intervene in a staged street-brawl; their subsequent ambush and 
murder of Godfrey; his corpse being propped-up on horseback and transferred to Somerset 
House; and its removal to Primrose Hill in a sedan several days later.34 Each element of this 
narrative was instantly recognisable through a stock depiction. Other aspects of the plot were 
given similar treatment in visual media, which centred upon storyboard prints “telling” the 
Plot’s story through a series of events pulled together from various witness accounts, as 
examples like The Catholick Gamesters (1681), The Popish Damnable Plot (1680), England’s 
Grand Memorial (1679) [fig. 2], and A Representation of the Popish Plot in twenty-nine figures 
(1681) [fig. 3] demonstrate.35 Here a plot blueprint was condensed, framed, and legitimated 
through repetition. 
These storyboard prints attempted to fix a narrative of the plot out of the nebula of conflicting 
information/misinformation which the trials and other commentaries spewed into the public 
sphere. They were a form of laundering by which accusations were cleansed of their 
problematic/qualified status to become unproblematic “information.” This rested upon 
divorcing events/information from their original contexts (as part of subjective/contested 
witness reports) and injecting them into another (as part of a seemingly objective illustrated 
record of “the Plot”) to create an authoritative Whig narrative. The processes by which that 
information came to appear before the public are hidden. Thus A Representation of the Popish 
Plot [fig. 3] appears to display an uncontested metanarrative, but actually draws upon multiple 
fragments of information drawn from accounts by Titus Oates, William Bedloe, Miles Prance 
and various of the plot trials: what was in reality a mosaic of accusations is presented as an 
accurate rendering of events.36 This was issued in 1681, when the Whigs’ cause was waning. 
The images added moments concurrent with its publication (Stephen Dugdale’s emergence as 
a star witness and the execution of Lord Stafford) to a cluster of scenes which had become 
iconic in recent years – such as Godfrey’s murder – to give the sense that the Plot was still 
unfolding and therefore that Exclusion was still alive as an urgent political issue.  In The 
Protestant’s Vade Mecum (1682) – an anti-Catholic emblem book – the Plot’s storyboard is 
the culmination of a longer (and widely accepted) narrative of Papal-inspired malevolence 
against England dating back to the 1534 Act of Supremacy.37 Here the Popish Plot (1678) was 
the next footstep following the Armada (1588), Gunpowder Plot (1605) and Irish Massacres 
(1641).    
 
Figure 4. A True Narrative of the Horrid Hellish Popish Plot – part 1 (1682) 
Copyright of the British Museum. 
 
 Figure 5. A True Narrative of the Horrid Hellish Popish Plot – part 2 (1682). 
Copyright of the British Museum. 
III: Visual Deception and Shamming 
The effectiveness of this storyboard imagery is demonstrated by Tory parodies which sought 
to undermine it. A True Narrative of the Horrid Hellish Popish Plot (1682) – a two-part graphic 
satire issued by an anonymous author/artist – parodied storyboard imagery to expose the 
strategies by which the Whigs had represented the Plot to the public [figs 4 & 5]. Its 
intervention in politics rested on its playfulness. It utilized deception – aping the storyboard 
prints to be taken for once at face value – to expose the deceptiveness of what it satirised. 
Reader/viewers’ enjoyment of the satire thus depended on their being shammed into thinking 
that this was another exposition of the plot. The prints’ title directly echoed Oates’s publication 
of his depositions, True and Exact Narrative of the Horrid Plot and Conspiracy of the Popish 
Party (1679) and their images and verses initially purported to support prosecution of the plot 
before mocking the evidence on which it was based. Horrid Hellish Popish Plot’s playfulness 
was thus the nub of its disruptive intervention into public discourse: it re-framed the object of 
its parody (Whig graphic satire) through laughter. It is argued below that parody acknowledged 
the roles which Whig graphic satire had played in oppositional politics and dampened its force 
by exposing its polemical strategies as manipulative of public opinion. These prints’ graphic 
playfulness – their capacity to sham Whig polemic – was essential to their polemical power. 
Their remit, however, spread far wider than the purely graphic elements of Whig polemic. The 
Horrid Hellish Popish Plot’s confident, multi-faceted approach to print-making suggests that 
it was designed to cater for a highly informed audience familiar with pro-Exclusion graphic 
satire. There was a mass of material here. Reading these prints was no linear experience – 
information was not absorbed in a line by line, left-to-right, process but in a teasing and 
exacting manner, with reader/viewers moving back-and-forth between the images and myriad 
of surrounding texts to slowly unravel the  prints’ series of polemical barbs. Each of the prints 
contained twelve images (accompanied by mocking captions);38 verses relating to those images 
(previously issued as a ballad); and (on the sides) a series of references to pivotal points in the 
printed Plot narratives and trials which were being satirised.39 This was the only seventeenth-
century print to be footnoted. Tracing the spotlight over gaping holes in the “Popish Plot” 
narrative, and mocking forms of academic truth telling to draw reader/viewers’ attention to the 
specious absurdities of the witnesses’ claims, these prints ultimately highlighted that the Plot 
rested upon a foundation which could not bear its weight. The footnotes were significant: 
audiences were not only asked to engage in sophisticated practices of reading within these 
prints, but to refer back to other printed media, to re-read plot and trial narratives in light of its 
satire. Whig media were thus re-framed through parody: once reader/viewers “got” the sham a 
reversal took place in which Horrid Hellish Popish Plot became the background text against 
which the Plot was read when they re-encountered the Whig media which it cited.40 These 
prints suggested that the true perfidy at work in Restoration society was not Catholic 
conspiracy, but the specious manipulation of anti-Catholic sentiment to endanger the crown.  
This was a familiar theme of the Tory revival in politics during the early 1680s, which marked 
the re-assertion of crown control and the decline of effective lobbying for constitutional reform 
by the Whigs.41 That revival was achieved through a balance of policy and police. Charles II’s 
dissolution of the third Exclusion Parliament (March 1681) ushered in a period of personal rule 
which lasted until his reign ended.42 Put simply, no parliament meant no avenue for 
constitutional change. Personal rule was accompanied by a purge of local government which 
thrust Whigs from office;43 and interference in local elections ensured that Parliament was 
staffed with loyalist MPs. Yet the fact that the crown had to pursue persuasion – that state 
power was not enough to quash pro-Exclusion momentum – testifies to the public sphere’s 
vitality in the political process.44 The Tories matched the Whig campaign of street 
politics/protest with their own chorus of pro-crown bonfires and bells;45 and parried Whig 
petitioning campaigns with a campaign of loyal addresses.46 The press proved particularly 
potent. The Tories matched the Whigs in breadth of audience.47 The learned were engaged via 
lengthy treatises on political thought, pamphlets targeted wider audiences, newspapers 
controlled the day-to-day interpretation of events, and songs and satires rivalled Whig 
polemic’s raucousness.48  Invective did not just claim that Exclusion was unlawful. Asserting 
that it would cripple the realm, it cast the Whigs, not Catholic Succession, as the true threat to 
England’s liberties because they pursued a policy which could only re-ignite Civil War.49  
 
Detail figure 4.1: Godfrey being murdered in The Horrid Hellish Popish Plot (1682) 
 
Figure 3.1: Godfrey being murdered in A Representation of the Popish Plot in 29 Figures 
(1678-81). 
 
Detail figure 4.3: Whilst transporting Godfrey’s corpse from Somerset House to Primrose 
Hill, his Jesuit assassins miraculously bend and straighten the limbs of a man dead for 
several days. In the background, Godfrey’s corpse is run through on Primrose Hill. The 
Horrid Hellish Popish Plot (1682) 
 
Figure 2.1: Godfrey’s corpse run through on Primrose Hill in England’s Grand Memorial 
(1679) 
Horrid Hellish Popish Plot initially seemed to detail Catholic perfidy in a manner typical of 
pro-Exclusion prints. It promised to tell how “the Jesuit, Devil and Pope did agree/ Our state 
to destroy.”50 Depicting key scenes from the Plot in a manner which echoed Whig media was 
crucial to the ruse: thus scenes of Godfrey being murdered mirrored Whig graphic satire – 
iconic images of his being strangled and run-through with his own sword are very similar in 
the Whig original and the Tory parody [figs 4.1-4.3 and 2.1 and 3.1].51 The ploy encouraged 
unsuspecting readers to agree with the print before reversing its message: it was ultimately the 
witnesses (Oates and Bedloe) who were deemed dishonest here:52  
To comfort our Doctor, brave Bedloe’s brought in,  
A more Credible Witness was not above ground; 
He vows and protests, though a Rogue he had been,  
He wou’d now not swear for Five Hundred pound [his state pension as a ‘witness’];  
And why should we fear  
They falsly would swear, 
 To damn their own souls, and lose by it here.  
Poor Oat, who before had no Penny in Purse, 
 Discov’ring the Plot, was seven hundred pound worse……’ 
Prance’s evidence concerning the murder of Godfrey was mocked as farce: 
 His Body they toss’d 
 From pillar to Post, 
 And shifted so often, 
 ‘thad like t’have been lost.53 
The footnote to this verse (and the accompanying image) referred to printed accounts of the 
trial of Godfrey’s Jesuit “murderers”. It focussed on Prance’s evidence concerning their 
moving his corpse – and exhibiting it to Catholics in a ghoulish celebration of the Plot’s 
beginning – all over Somerset House. Prance recounted how Godfrey was murdered on a 
Saturday and his corpse stowed in Lawrence Hill’s (one of the Jesuits) rooms until Monday, 
when it was moved to Somerset House, before returning to Hill’s on Tuesday. When one of the 
judges noted that Hill’s rooms were actually in Somerset House (thus rendering his account 
illogical) Prance became flustered, said he could not remember its whereabouts precisely 
because it was dark – “…..and shifted so often, ‘thad like t’have been lost”, scoffed the print.54 
What had been a revelation in court was now the source of a mendacious farce. Exploiting 
fissures in the surface of the dominant Whig discourse of the Plot, these prints made their 
presence felt in the political sphere. In this way, Horrid Hellish Popish Plot demonstrates 
graphic satire’s capacity to contribute to the Tory turn in news media during the early 1680s. 
 
Detail figure 4.2: Oates fainting before the Privy Council to cover contradictions 
in his narrative of the plot. 
Detail figure 4.4: The Jesuit assassins manage to pass unseen from Somerset 
House, despite the presence of a sentry (who had no recollection of seeing a sedan 
chair pass the main gate). Here, a devil covers the sentry’s eyes to explain the 
gap in Bedloe’s evidence. 
Each of the twenty four images point to holes in the witnesses’ accounts. Acting as hooks which 
led reader/viewers to a mocking verse, and then (through the footnotes) out from the satire into 
the web of discourse by which the plot had been sustained, they honed-in on particular flimsy 
strands of evidence.55  Scene nine of the second print depicted Oates “fainting” before the Privy 
Council when he could not recognize Edward Coleman (whom he had claimed to have seen at 
a Jesuit cabal). References point reader/viewers to Oates’s farcical later assertion that the 
lighting had been too poor for him to recognize Coleman [fig 4.2].56 Honing-in on unfeasible 
elements of the witnesses’ depositions created a counter-narrative which checked pro-
Exclusion polemic by highlighting that accepting the Plot demanded belief in the incredible at 
the expense of scrutinizing detail. The public was asked to believe: that Godfrey’s Jesuit 
assassins were able to bend the legs of his three-day-old corpse to place it in a sedan chair (to 
facilitate his transfer from Somerset House), and then straighten them again before dumping 
him on Primrose Hill [detail fig 4.3];57 that in leaving Somerset House they had passed the 
main gate without any sentry seeing them (the evidence is mocked in an image of a devil 
shielding the sentries’ eyes as the “murderers” scurry past with Godfrey) [detail fig. 4.4];58 that 
the Pope was so incompetent that (following Oates’s claims) he intended the Catholic 
chancellor of England to be Lord Arundel, who had “ne’er studied law”, and the general of his 
invasion force to be Lord Bellayse, who was not only a gout-riddled man in his seventies 
(pictured on the battlefield with crutches and a resting stool) who had never seen battle (“camp 
ne’re saw”) but was known to be an ardent royalist [detail fig. 4.5];59 and that a force of forty 
thousand snuck into Ireland untraced – mocked in the print through the hilarious incongruity 
of an image of an vast army captioned: ‘Irish Army. Lies Incognito’ [detail fig. 4.6.]60    
 
Detail figure 4.5: The Catholic peers – “General” Bellais depicted as decrepit 
and with a gout stool. 
 
Detail figure 4.6: The “Irish Army: Lies Incognito.” 
This last scene is deceptively simple: closer inspection demonstrates that it expected complex 
reading practices from the prints’ audience. It combines elements from several Plot accounts 
and getting the joke consequently rested upon audiences bringing considerable prior knowledge 
to the print. It refers to Oates’s claim that the Irish invasion force would be armed with bill-
hooks, and mocks the idea of a vast army being undiscovered, the notion that so many bill-
hooks could be made secretly, and the fact that Oates had no idea where they were made. In 
the scene, Irish soldiers say “where were these Bills made?”, “at Bilboe & Salamanca.” The 
key [H] explains the barb: “The Doctor [Oates] does not tell us where these forty thousand bills 
were made; but our reason tells us, that ‘twas very necessary they should be hammered as 
privately as possible (for fear of discovery) and therefore Bilboe and Salamanca, may pass far 
more probable than London or any town in England.” This relates to Oates’s testimony at 
Coleman’s trial where he claimed not to have known what bill-hooks were or who provided 
them for this army despite having read intimate details of the Jesuit’s preparation for invasion. 
Verse X continued the mockery: “To arm well this Host,/ When it came on our coast,/ Black 
Bills forty thousand are sent by the post,/ This Army lay private’y on the Sea Shore;/ And no 
man ever heard of them since nor before…..” The references cite Richard Langhorn’s trial. At 
the pages in question, Bedloe’s claim that Langhorn’s letters were crucial in arranging (with 
Coleman and Harcourt) the co-joining of Irish and Spanish forces is disputed in detail by other 
witnesses.61 
This dogged use of references to base these absurdities in the “facts” of the witnesses’ accounts 
was a form of animadversion, the replication of an opponent’s text, along with censorious 
commentary, in an interrogative textual battle. Animadversion had become prevalent during 
the Civil Wars. Removing information from its original context to make it look absurd was a 
familiar tactic, and aimed to constrain the way in which the original was read.62 Burlesquing 
the plot by thrusting together the farcical and implausible, Horrid Hellish Popish Plot’s parody 
consequently did more than dampen the plot’s credit. It exposed the mechanisms by which pro-
Exclusion polemic had sought to make political gains from it (selective presentation of 
evidence, the invention of a conventional – and therefore credible – Catholic “plot”, and 
appealing to emotive anti-Catholicism to by-pass reason). Using the witnesses’ accounts as the 
basis for farce was essential to these prints’ counter-discursive force. Whig discourse was not 
merely so stylistically mechanical as to be easily parodied, but rather the actual source of the 
parody’s language: referencing pro-Exclusion literature meant that this was not the Plot 
imitated, but the Plot itself. 
IV: Doubt 
Here Horrid Hellish Popish Plot touched upon wider ideological currents. Anti-popery was a 
vital language of religio-politics which each side of a given political divide strove to control.  
As the arbiter of what was true and protestant, anti-popery was a highly malleable ideology.63 
Although always the antithetical other against which protestant verity was defined, what 
constituted Popish otherness shifted in relation to whether that verity was Arminian or Puritan, 
Parliamentary or Royalist, Whig or Tory.64  Scott Sowerby has shown that there was a growing 
recognition in Restoration society that this malleability was dangerous because it was 
repeatedly used to position the church and crown as other to Englishness and Protestantism.65 
Opposing anti-popery required the striking of a precarious balance: authors strove to contest 
their opponent’s definition of what was popish or how extensive the current threat of popery 
was, without appearing to reject anti-popery as the moral baseline and constitutional ideal of 
English society. During the Succession Crisis Roger L’Estrange, the crown’s chief polemicist, 
adopted a line which neutered the Plot as a vehicle mobilising support for constitutional change 
and situated the Tories as the true stalwarts against popery.66 L’Estrange never denied that a 
Plot had existed, but charged firstly that it had been curtailed. Secondly, he argued that Whig 
attempts to manipulate the constitution by fomenting anti-Catholic panic was itself a “popish” 
conspiracy against church and state: for, like the Pope, they hoped to see the crown 
overthrown.67 Exposing the opposition thus rested upon appropriating its language. 
 
Detail figure 5.1: The execution of the Jesuit “assassins.” 
Horrid Hellish Popish Plot walked an equally fine line. Exposing the cracks in Bedloe’s 
evidence against the Jesuits executed for “murdering” Godfrey was not coupled with any 
suggestion that the latter were martyrs. Indeed, the prints included a ghoulish depiction of their 
execution [fig 5.1.]68 The Jesuits protest their innocence, but the caption – “And to be cut into 
fowre Quarters/ Cause they’d be Canoniz’d for Marters” – mocks the “Catholic” equation of 
regicide and salvation in a manner commonplace in anti-Catholic polemic. Avoiding their 
diminishing of the Plot collapsing into a pro-Catholic apology, these prints – like much Tory 
literature – balanced exposure of the opposition’s (excessive) anti-Catholicism as manipulative 
of public opinion with an appropriation of that language as the proper discourse of politics. 
Parody neutered anti-popery by exposing the mechanisms by which it was drummed-up. Here 
satirical irony reached its apogee. The Exclusion lobby styled itself as a defence of England’s 
religion and liberties against popery, an unceasing assault on the protestant state and church. 
But by excavating the specious basis of the current “No Popery” hysteria Horrid Hellish Popish 
Plot’s sham demonstrated that anti-popery could be an equally mendacious fog on English 
sensibilities. Subjecting the audience to one sham (the prints’ deceptive parody) revealed that 
they were the victims of another (at the hands of the pro-Exclusion lobby). One artifice exposed 
another: graphic playfulness and polemical force were entwined. 
Much of this complemented general themes of Tory media. Indeed, the view that the Whigs 
manipulated public opinion by fomenting anti-Catholicism, and that this masked a desire to 
overthrow monarchy as it had done in 1641, was so ubiquitous that it was condensed into a 
slogan: “’41 is come again.”69 It is thus undoubtedly true that Tory reader/viewers would 
certainly have found their views reinforced in Horrid Hellish Popish Plot. But the prints did 
not bluntly tie themselves to this line, nor were they explicitly anti-Exclusion or pro-Yorkist. 
As such, they were not a distillation of “party” lines or crude, expository “propaganda”. Such 
a characterisation depicts graphic satires propounding pre-formed opinion rather than 
contributing to that opinion’s formation. Their power lay in the subtlety of their attack: by 
forcing them to re-read works cited and re-consider the visual culture which saturated news 
media, satire here teased audiences into thinking rather than telling them what to think. The 
tone throughout is one of mocking doubt which simply prodded reader/viewers to reconsider 
through an incessant line of questioning.70 The savaging of Oates’s motives as a “witness” and 
the Whigs’ motivation in pursuing popery is typical:     
 Witnesses I bring, and produce the record 
 D’ye think th’ are perjur’d 
 ‘Tis false and absurd, 
 Wou’d th’ Godly [Whigs] hang Papists for interest of picque? 
 Wou’d a doctor [Oates] swear false for ten pounds a week?71 
This inquisitive mockery became more and more cutting each time the ballad’s refrain was 
repeated at the close of verses detailing ever more ridiculous evidence from the Plot: “The 
Truth of my story, if any man doubt/ W’have Witnesses ready to swear it all out.”72  
This recourse to doubt should make us pause and consider what we mean when we label prints 
like this “propaganda”. That label implies an image or text which asserts a line or idea in a 
positive, bullish, or, perhaps, condensed manner. Horrid Hellish Popish Plot, however, does 
no such thing. The Plot and, by implication, the Whigs who have made political hay from it, 
are mocked in a scathing manner; but there is no explicit line in support of James, against 
Exclusion, or for the church and regime of Charles II. These prints do not ask reader/viewers 
to assent to anything. Consequently, although it is undoubtedly true that those reader/viewers 
whom we label “Tory” could have found their views supported in Horrid Hellish Popish Plot, 
it is equally true that the omissions and silences in the prints suggest that they were not intended 
to be mere distillations or summations of Tory ideology. They proceeded in a manner which is 
subtler than “propaganda” suggest. Working by hints and teases, they expected an audience 
which was visually and politically literate and brought a pronounced familiarity with the Plot 
trials, and the print surrounding them, to their commentary: indeed, given the volume of 
references to the latter, these prints were clearly produced with the expectation that this 
knowing audience would have these works (many of which were now several years old) to 
hand. Leading audiences through such a forensic assault on the Plot suggests that the ultimate 
aim here was about more than mocking Whig visual culture. These prints questioned what 
could be known about the Plot. 
When contextualised, we might see that rampant questioning according graphic satire a 
political voice to which “propaganda” does not adequately do justice. In the late seventeenth 
century – when traditional authorities were increasingly tested – doubt could provoke 
significant anxiety. As Jack Lynch’s study of literary forgeries has shown, outraged reactions 
to deception focussed less on its immorality than on the epistemological issues raised by 
hoaxes. It was not that deception was immoral, but that they it was possible which caused 
consternation. In an age which promoted certainty through historicism, scientific epistemology 
and a growing confidence in the standard of legal evidence, fraud threatened confidence in the 
ability to perceive the world accurately and judge what was perceived rationally.73 To be 
confronted with deception was therefore more than to be jolted into reading sceptically: it was 
to be anxious about how we know. As a sham, Horrid Hellish Popish Plot aimed to raise these 
anxieties in its audiences. By exposing the Plot as resting on farcical evidence, and then 
confronting the audience with what should not be there – footnotes on a farce – to mock the 
conventions of academic truth telling, Horrid Hellish Popish Plot created a discourse upon 
discourse, forcing an unsettling reflection upon the fabric of convention by ridiculing the 
authorities – print and the law – which had authenticated this farce and doubting the capacity 
of those authorities to know the truth.74 The result was to paralyze the Plot as a vehicle of 
political lobbying. 
V: The Allure of Satire 
That result was certainly political, but not in the way which “propaganda” – the bellowing of 
party lines – suggests. It has been argued so far that we must understand graphic satire as a 
medium with its own intellectual force rather than one which disseminates or distils ideas and 
ideology developed elsewhere to an audience on the cusp of politics; and that the nature of that 
intellectual force can be unpicked by paying close attention to the playful manner of graphic 
satires’ engagement with other media (visual, textual and oral), a playfulness which presumed 
a politically literate audience. This section develops the concept of playfulness as central to the 
ways in which graphic satire intervened in news culture. Ultimately, prints were a commercial 
venture: objects which had to entice audiences to purchase and peruse them.75 Play was central 
to this enticement. It rested upon audiences enjoying the delivery of a political point in a skilful, 
waspish manner which arrested their attention amidst volumes of competing news discourse. 
It is argued below that Horrid Hellish Popish Plot touched two taboo areas of Restoration 
culture – laughter and shamming – which was crucial to its political satire being effective. That 
Horrid Hellish Popish Plot had an afterlife into the later-seventeenth century (while many 
prints’ topicality made them ephemeral) indicates both its success as a commercial venture and 
the enduring appeal of its sophisticated satire.76             
The first factor which made Horrid Hellish Popish Plot alluring was the frisson involved in 
shamming, which had a morally ambiguous status in the late seventeenth century. Its increasing 
prevalence was in tension with the immorality of deception. The growth of shamming – in 
fraudulent archaeological finds, hoax travel accounts and political deception – was morally 
troubling and, as Kate Loveman has demonstrated, caused interrogatory modes of reading – in 
which texts were routinely challenged – to become a routine aspect of elite identity.77 But 
responses to shamming were not driven by moral outrage alone. Its status was more ambiguous. 
Shamming was prominent within spheres of genteel sociability like clubs and coffeehouses, 
precisely the spheres prints like Horrid Hellish Popish Plot inhabited.78 Indeed, new verbs – 
“wheedle”, “babble”, “banter” – were coined in response to its prevalence. “Lying games” – in 
which tall-tales were told and unmasked – were a mainstay of elite affiliations, and 
participating in shams – or out-shamming the shammer – was an aspect of humorous 
sociability.79 That lying was morally taboo undoubtedly heightened pleasure taken from these 
“lying games” by spicing them with a little danger. That taboo pleasure fed back into print. 
Defoe and Swift responded to sceptical reading practices to deepen their shams’ capacity to 
fool audiences. The literary success of their works rested upon the enticing frisson accrued 
through manipulation of a morally ambiguous practice.80 The appeal of the Horrid Hellish 
Popish Plot – its power to work on reader/viewers – depended upon exploiting that same taboo. 
Pleasure was found in being deceived by the print; and, as we have seen, deception ultimately 
troubled audiences about the status of the Popish Plot by exposing the artifice by which it had 
been constructed in print. 
 
Detail figure 5.2: The Jesuit Whitebread spanks Thomas Pickering for failing to 
kill the king. 
 
Detail figure 5.3: Oates and the other witnesses receive Mass whilst in the 
Jesuit’s employ. 
 
Detail figure 5.4: Oates and the other witnesses taking the Oath of Secrecy. 
If shamming was one source of Horrid Hellish Popish Plot’s alluring frisson, provoking 
laughter was another. Laughter was a public vehicle of moral ire in the early modern period. 
Laughter damned its object by suggesting that it was worthy of derision and thus rendered it 
ridiculous. It was therefore potent, possessing the capacity to withdraw respect from its object, 
to alter its social status. As such it played important cultural roles. Moral norms were policed 
by the threat of laughter, with those who breached sexual and cultural mores – cuckolds, scolds 
and adulterers – publicly shamed through charivari or taunting rhymes which restored the 
patriarchal order by making aberrations from that order outcasts.81 Satirical moralising shared 
the violence of this rough justice: the classical tradition bequeathed to early modern authors 
the notion that satirical laughter was actively reformative, a means of thrashing vice out of its 
object by showing it to be ridiculous.82 Such was laughter’s moral power that it became a potent 
means of protest. Libel – by which the authorities were shamed through mocking verse – was 
an established means of popular opposition to state and church. Here mockery was understood 
to be dangerous. That it was prosecuted as a form of sedition – an attack on the state – indicates 
how severely unseemly laughter was received. The state defended itself from moral ire by 
redefining these acts of laughter as immoral.83 
Whether conceived positively – as reformative satire – or negatively – as corrosive sedition – 
mockery was thus understood to possess considerable agency. That agency must condition how 
we approach the moral power asserted by prints like Horrid Hellish Popish Plot. At one level, 
the Jesuit Thomas Pickering having his bottom thrashed by the order’s Principal Whitebread is 
crudely titillating [detail fig 5.2]. But it served to throw the ridiculousness of Oates’s account 
of witnessing this event into relief: if the Plot was real, was this a fitting punishment for fluffing 
the opportunity to kill the king as Oates asserted Pickering had done?84 There was, then, a 
moralistic sting in the tail of these prints’ playfulness.85 The first two scenes of the second print 
– which treat Oates attending Mass and being sworn to secrecy about the plot – are cases in 
point [detail fig 5.3 & 5.4]. These raised questions about his honesty by stressing that his entire 
account rested upon his being a traitor and a man prepared to endanger his soul. Humour here 
is all the more pointed for being subtle: the allusions in these scenes are not explained in the 
text, and their gibes therefore rested upon a significant degree of visual literacy amongst the 
print’s audience. At Mass Oates and Bedloe flippantly exclaim “mea culpa” (in reference to 
their apostasy) before an altarpiece depiction of the Judas Kiss – the point being that if, as they 
claimed, these men were prepared to betray the Catholics with whom they had been so closely 
affiliated, how could they be trusted now? Mockery has added vim in scene two where an 
altarpiece of the false witnesses stands over Oates and other “witnesses” as they take the Oath 
of Secrecy by which the Jesuits made them privy to the plot. A footnote spelled out the barb:  
This is not meant of any Oath against the Papists, but of their wicked Oath of Secrecy; 
which though the Doctor [Oates] often took, yet we may charitably believe he never 
did intend to keep; since he positively assures us he did but counterfeit: he only seemed 
to be a Papist, but was all the while a True Protestant in his heart.86 
Oates cut a ridiculous figure as a “Protestant” hero, and laughter here pointed to the immorality 
of his being styled as such. That laughter rested upon a collusion of audience and print: on 
reader/viewers being (firstly) fooled by and (subsequently) unravelling the prints’ imagery by 
close-reading of its texts and chasing its wider references. Revelation stimulated appreciation 
of the graphic cleverness of its play with Whig visual culture. The visual appeal of graphic 
satire was essential to their intervention in news culture. 
 
Figure 6. George Bickham, Sot’s Paradise (1707). Copyright of the British 
Museum. 
 
Figure 7. John Bickham, Gaming (c.1700). Copyright of the British Museum. 
That playfulness continued to be vital to political prints as graphic culture developed. Medley 
prints demonstrate how visual appeal amplified a political point.87 Prints like George 
Bickham’s Sot’s Paradise (1707) and John Bickham’s Gaming (c.1700) were pleasing forms 
of deceptive play [figs. 6 & 7.]88 The exact and deceptively three-dimensional nature of these 
engravings persuaded viewers (momentarily at least) that they were looking at a pile of printed 
objects scattered as though on a desk. In Sot’s Paradise we see a print of a self-portrait of 
Philippe de Champaigne overlain with an engraved Captain’s commendation and a playbill for 
Edward Ward’s ‘Sot’s Paradise’, both of which are partially obscured by a representation of 
the Presentation of the Virgin. Other images – classical ruins, a pierrot, ornaments, a Gregorian 
chant, a print of peasants and an illustration to a fable about animals – complete the illusion, 
the aim of which was to exploit the pleasures of visual deception. Contemporary art theory 
dramatized the significance of the deceitful first impression. Thus in 1695 Du Fresnoy 
proclaimed that “the chief end of Painting is to please the eyes….the means of this pleasure is 
by Deceipt”, and viewers of medley prints were encouraged to appreciate, and be delighted by, 
the skill required to create their visual trap.89 Understood as a “Deception Visus” – a virtuoso 
performance of printmaking - they advertised an engraver’s talents and wares to the buying 
public. Deception might also reveal an underlying moral message, as in the Gaming print, 
which used humour to chastise viewers about the dangers of gambling.90 
 
Figure 8. George Bickham, The Whig’s Medley (1711). Copyright of the British 
Museum. 
In George Bickham’s The Whig’s Medley (1711) – a satire on Daniel Defoe – that playful 
appeal had a political end [fig. 8.]91 Defoe had been punished in the pillory for a libel against 
High Churchmen and attack on the Tory Henry Sacheverell for deeming pro-Whig sentiment 
within the Anglican ministry the stiffest test facing the Church.92 Once again a series of images 
appear casually scattered before viewers. Yet those images have polemical coherence: the 
medley print and political print were brought into playful dialogue to make a polemical point. 
The central image of Defoe as a self-satisfied figure (advised by the Devil and the Pope) was 
juxtaposed with a grotesque of his head in the pillory and a roundel of Oliver Cromwell, 
teasingly placed next to the courtly symbol on the playing card, tainted Defoe by association 
with a reviled anti-monarchical figure. Indeed, reference to the “calves head feast” (a symbol 
of Charles I’s execution) scathingly implied where Defoe’s ideas would culminate (bottom 
left). The inclusion of “A Whig & a Tory Wrestling” tied this imagery’s ideological allegiances 
into the wider party-political conflict.93 This anti-Defoe attack parodied anti-Sacheverell 
imagery. The central image of Defoe, the Pope and the Devil, for instance, inverted an attack 
on Sacheverell [fig. 9.]94 Whig’s Medley’s subversive appropriation of this imagery meant that 
its political force rested upon its audience experiencing multiple deceptions: first, the medley 
prints’ conventional trick of appearing as a smattering of objects; second, the revelation of 
those objects’ (anti-Defoe) polemical coherence through a succession of barbs across the print; 
and, third, the realisation that the polemic in question parodied the imagery of its object’s (the 
Whigs) own polemic.  Visual deception commented on the nature of political representation: 
playfulness enhanced its political force. 
 
Figure 9.The High Church Champion & His Two Seconds (1711). Copyright of 
the British Museum. The central scene depicts Sacheverell advised by the Pope 
and the devil. 
Two forms of satiric representation (the medley print and political satire) were thus brought 
into contact to make a political point. The print’s appeal rested upon an appreciation of both its 
political bite and artistic skill – its polemical thrust and the playful, self-referential nature of 
imagery were mutually dependent. Late seventeenth century engravers and painters were prone 
to using visual illusion in the service of political and social commentary, as Dror Wahrman’s 
study of the trompe l’oeul painter Edward Collier had demonstrated. Viewers of Collier’s letter 
racks stuffed with printed ephemera were to take more away than an admiration of the artist’s 
skill: the pleasure found in being fooled was to be followed by consideration of the fact that 
the objects depicted – newspapers, prints and pamphlets – were equally as deceptive, despite 
their pretence to state the truth and disseminate knowledge.95 Horrid Hellish Popish Plot 
functioned in comparable ways: parodying their opponent’s imagery, and deceiving their 
audiences, to sharpen its polemic bite. As Whig’s Medley jutted together aspects of anti-
Sacheverell Whig discourse in the 1710s, so the Horrid Hellish Popish Plot employed a similar 
disjuncture against Whig anti-Catholic imagery in the 1680s. Appropriation re-positioned 
Whig imagery for two polemical purposes: to reflect that imagery’s associations back upon its 
authors; and to undermine its political force by exposing the mechanisms by which it worked 
upon the public. Subjecting audiences to one deception, these prints charged that the imagery 
they employed had long been the means of another. In this way, the graphic element of graphic 
satire was central to its intervention in news culture. 
Conclusion 
This article has argued that the capacity of graphic satire to intervene in politics rested on a 
paradox: graphic satire was parasitic on other genres of news for its vocabularies, tropes and 
motifs; but by appropriating those elements, placing them in new contexts, and putting them to 
new ends, it nevertheless interpreted what it borrowed into a specific political commentary 
rather than a simple summation of party ideology which had been developed elsewhere. The 
manner of graphic satire’s engagement with other media has been shown to have been playful, 
and it has been argued that the frenetic energy of parody, sham and satire were crucial to 
amplifying a print’s political point. Play was vital to subverting the ideology and polemical 
strategies of other political groups; and to making graphic satire alluring, enticing 
reader/viewers to purchase and engage with these products in a crowded public sphere. That 
play was vital to how the author/artist of graphic satire expected audience to engage with their 
work makes approaching them as “propaganda” or political posters problematic. Those 
approaches suggest that visual sources were intended for a passive audience, aimed to impart 
information or ideas, and to do so in a condensed manner. Conversely, the playfulness of 
graphic satire implies that audiences were expected to be active interrogators of news, to arrive 
at prints with an appropriate knowledge of politics, and yearn to explore the complexity of the 
issues raised. The teasing and exacting nature of the engagement which prints like Horrid 
Hellish Popish Plot expected of its reader/viewers rested on a playful subversion of the printed 
media it cited and the visual media it parodied.96 By combining its range of references and 
criticisms into an acute conceit, prints like Horrid Hellish Popish Plot combined complexity 
and pith in an alluring manner to spark audience interest: with playful engagement came 
political power. As Eirwen Nicholson has demonstrated, the emblematic aspects of prints 
remained vital to graphic satire well into the eighteenth century – confronting reader/viewers 
with exacting and playful visual strategies as a means of teasing out moral complexities and 
political absurdities was at the core of printmaking long after the Succession Crisis.97  
 
Play, then, was not frivolous. By subjecting audiences to deception and laughter, it could be 
used to amplify political points, touching on the taboo to create an alluring frisson. Satire had 
an equally ambivalent position during moments of political unrest. Readily invoked for its 
capacity to counsel and reform the body politic, that satire was a moral defence against tyranny 
and therefore a necessary part of political writing was a convention of rhetorical practice. Yet 
satirising church or state was easily interpreted as a libellous threat which could corrode the 
ties of respect which bound society together: press freedom during the Succession Crisis was 
feared precisely because many remembered the social collapse of the 1640s being triggered by 
a licentious press. In this context, satirical laughter was dangerous. The case of Stephen College 
– a Whig supporter executed for treason in 1681 – is revealing. College’s authorship of several 
graphic satires was a prominent part of the evidence presented for his treason: ridiculing church 
and state was interpreted as violent intent, proof that College had “imagined the king’s death.”98 
One person’s “satire” was thus another’s “sedition”, and the ambivalence towards mockery 
which graphic satire evoked was ultimately the source of its appeal and bite. Those 
ambivalences were retained – albeit in an altered form – in the eighteenth century. As Mark 
Hallet and Vic Gatrell have demonstrated, during the eighteenth century graphic satirists strove 
to be accepted as part of polite society whilst simultaneously cultivating an iconoclastic identity 
which could not conform to that society’s artistic and aesthetic conventions: they were impolite 
in an age of politeness.99 That iconoclasm was the source of graphic satire’s power. Playful 
engagement with norms, mores and politics was at the nub of their alluring capacity to disturb 
the rhythms of all three.  
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